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S-Shaped Current–Voltage Characteristics
in Solar Cells: A Review

Rebecca Saive

Abstract—S-shaped current–voltage (I–V) characteristics are a
frequently occurring hurdle in the development of new solar cell
material combinations and device architectures. Their presence
points to the existence of a charge transport bottleneck that needs
to be removed in order to unlock high fill factors and power
conversion efficiencies. In this review, examples of studies in which
s-shaped I–V curves have appeared are presented, and the cause
and mitigation are discussed. Different solar cell material systems
are often treated by separate communities, thereby, also the physics
of s-shaped I–V curves have been treated separately. This review
covers the main solar cell technologies—silicon, thin film, organic,
hybrid—with the aim to provide an overarching picture of the
common mechanisms and universal guidelines for mitigation of
s-shaped I–V characteristics in emerging solar cell technologies.
Except for a few studies on organic solar cells, s-shaped I–V curves
are reported to result from charge transport barriers at one of
the (selective) contact layers that can be overcome by interface
engineering and doping.

Index Terms—Current–voltage characteristics, s-shape, roll
over.

I. INTRODUCTION

W E HAVE entered an age in which solar cells are the most
cost-efficient way to generate electricity in many regions

of the world. This exciting development for all solar energy
advocates has been driven by dramatic cost reductions and solar
energy conversion efficiency enhancements. With new material
systems and technologies emerging and old technologies ma-
turing, it has been seen that solar cell performance optimization
can be divided into three parts: 1) materials, 2) devices, and
3) photonics. Many emerging solar cell technologies, such as
organic and hybrid perovskite solar cells, still face major issues
related to materials and device, limiting their performance and
stability. But even in the well-studied silicon and III–V semi-
conductor platform, there are still material puzzles to solve, in
particular regarding interface properties. Important and recent
examples of the second class include silicon heterojunction
(SHJ), silicon/III–V tandem, and other tandems of III–V and II–
VI materials. While the announcements of new record efficien-
cies in those devices have been skyrocketing [1], a significantly
larger amount of studies in which potentially promising material
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Fig. 1. Normal (gray curve) and s-shaped (red curve) I–V characteristics.
The solid line shows the I–V curve, and the dashed line shows the power–voltage
(P–V) curve.

combinations/device layouts failed to show success remain un-
heard of for the most part. One of the many problems that
arise when performing research on new materials and their
combinations is the appearance of s-shaped current–voltage
(I–V) characteristics (e.g., [2]–[5]). In Fig. 1, an example of I–V
curves is presented. The gray curve shows the standard behavior
expected from an illuminated photodiode, and the red curve
shows an example of an s-shaped I–V curve. In particular, in
the CdSe community, the occurrence of s-shaped I–V curves is
also referred to as roll-over (e.g., [6]).

The I–V characteristics of a solar cell determine its perfor-
mance. Typically, the solar I–V curve follows a diode curve
offset by the illumination-dependent short-circuit current IL.
In the ideal case, the current I depends on the voltage V as
follows [7]:

I = I0 exp

(
qV

kBT

)
− IL. (1)

To obtain a more realistic description of the I–V characteris-
tics, one needs to also include the effect of series and shunt resis-
tances. The former occurs, e.g., from high-resistivity absorber
materials (vertical resistivity) or from lossy charge transport
in the contact materials (lateral resistivity). Shunt resistances
can occur through pin holes [8] or through the absence of
properly performing minority charge carrier blocking layers [9].
With series resistance RS and shunt resistance RSH, the I–V
dependence needs to be corrected to [7]

I = I0 exp

(
q (V + IRS)

kBT

)
+

V + IRS

RSH
− IL. (2)
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The larger the RS , the less steep the I–V curve at the position
of the open-circuit voltage (VOC) and the lower RSH the less flat
the curve at the position of the short-circuit current (e.g., [10]).
Both high RS and low RSH decrease the fill factor (FF) of the
solar cell. However, the simple modification with a constant
series and a shunt resistance cannot explain the occurrence
of s-shaped I–V curves [11]. Because of the s-shape, the FF
becomes significantly reduced and often (but not necessarily)
the mechanism that causes the s-shape also reduces VOC and
Isc. The maximum power point moves significantly toward lower
voltages for s-shaped I–V curves, as can be seen in Fig. 1.

This paper provides a review of the occurrence of s-shaped
I–V curves in different material systems with the aim to facil-
itate their mitigation in ongoing and future solar cell research.
Successful mitigation strategies as well as studies on the root
cause of s-shaped curves will be presented for silicon, organic,
perovskite, and inorganic thin-film solar cells. The observations
for all material systems are unified to provide general guidelines
on how to resolve the issue of s-shaped I–V characteristics.

II. S-SHAPED I–V CURVES IN SILICON HETEROJUNCTION

SOLAR CELLS

The first silicon p-n junction solar cell was demonstrated in
1954 [12] and, hence, the silicon platform constitutes the most
mature solar cell technology. Nevertheless, the record efficiency
increase in monocrystalline silicon solar cells plateaued in the
1990s [13] at a value of approximately 24% [14], [15], still
far away from the thermodynamic efficiency limit of 32% [16],
[17] as well as from the practical, Auger recombination limited
theoretical efficiency maximum of 29.4% [18]. At the same
time, a new silicon architecture was invented: SHJ solar cells
[19]. Taking advantage of the excellent passivation properties
of amorphous silicon (a-Si), it became possible to reduce the
surface recombination velocity and thereby enable VOC of more
than 750 mV [20]. Furthermore, p- and n-doped a-Si provides
selective hole and electron contacts, which facilitates the charge
carrier extraction [21]. This principle is shown in a simplified
band diagram in Fig. 2. The black curve shows the band struc-
ture of silicon with ideal selective hole and electron contact.
In 2014, the SHJ technology surpassed other monocrystalline
technologies for the first time [13], [22], [23], and a combination
of a-Si passivation together with interdigitated back contacts
(IBC) [1] is currently holding the world record efficiency [1],
[24]. Despite this success with a-Si passivation, there is still
room for improvement in ISC, VOC, and FF as can be seen by
the comparison between the current record [1], [24] and the
Auger limit [18]. A major loss mechanism when using a-Si
is the parasitic absorption within a-Si [25], [26] and within
the transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) [25], [27] that are
needed to assist the lateral charge transport. Great effort has
been devoted to replace a-Si [28]–[36] and the TCOs [37]–[39]
by less absorbing and more conductive materials [26], [40]. A
more detailed overview of the history and device physics of SHJ
solar cells has recently been published by Chavali et al. [11].
S-shaped I–V curves have commonly occurred in SHJ solar cells
with a-Si [4], [11], [41]–[43] as well as with alternative emitter

Fig. 2. Schematic of SHJ with selective hole and electron contact. The black
curve shows the ideal case with low loss charge carrier extraction. The blue band
alignment creates a barrier for electron extraction, and the red band alignment
creates a barrier for hole extraction. (Band structures obtained from AFORS-
HET simulation.)

materials [30], [44]. Examples will be presented in the following
section.

A. Silicon Heterojunction Solar Cells With Amorphous Silicon
Passivating Contacts

In this section, the occurrence of s-shaped I–V curves is
discussed in standard SHJ solar cells, i.e., in SHJ solar cells in
which passivation and selective charge extraction is achieved
using a-Si. Lu et al. observed that while intrinsic a-Si as a
passivation layer increases the VOC and ISC because of reduced
surface recombination in IBC-SHJ solar cells, an s-shape and,
therefore, lower FF are introduced [4]. The s-shape becomes
more pronounced with thicker intrinsic a-Si layer, which the
authors explain and model with a mismatch in valence band
alignment [4]. They conclude that a thin, low-bandgap, high-
quality, and high-conductivity layer of intrinsic a-Si should
provide the optimum between good passivation for high VOC

and ISC and good transport properties for high FF. Similarly,
Allen et al. concluded that s-shaped curves are mainly influenced
by the intrinsic a-Si bandgap and by defect states in the p-doped
a-Si [45]. A correlation between s-shaped I–V curves and the
presence of a transport barrier caused by a large valence band
offset between crystalline and a-Si was also modeled by Chavali
et al. [11], [43]. In a different study, Chavali et al. also found that
s-shapes become less pronounced with increasing temperature
[46], which also confirms the charge transport barrier theory
[46]. Centurioni and Iencinella also observed that the TCO
contact layer can have an influence on the shape of the I–V
characteristics [47].

B. Silicon Heterojunction Solar Cells With Alternative
Passivating Contacts

Battaglia et al. observed s-shaped I–V curves when replacing
a-Si with MoOx [30]. They indicate unfavorable band alignment
at the Si/MoOx interface as the culprit and obtained improved
results with thinner layers (10 nm) of MoOx [30]. Geissbuehler
et al. observed that s-shaped I–V curves appeared in Si/MoOx
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SHJ solar cells only when annealing beyond 130 °C and, there-
fore, concluded that the annealing temperature needs to be kept
low in order to avoid intermixing of layers that enhance charge
transport blocking [36]. Annealing was also found to harm the
FF of SHJ solar cells with metal oxide selective contacts in
a study performed by Bivour et al. [48]. In a study on GaP
as selective contact material, s-shaped behavior was observed,
which vanished after highly doping the crystalline silicon at the
interface [44]. Via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and cross-
sectional scanning Kelvin probe microscopy, a high conduction
band offset and subsequently a high charge transport barrier was
identified as the culprit [44]. Seif et al. replaced the intrinsic a-Si
by intrinsic a-SiOx and found a thickness-dependent FF similar
to the observation with intrinsic a-Si made by Lu et al. [4] and
Shu et al. [41].

Nogay et al. experimentally studied the temperature depen-
dence of I–V curves and found an onset of s-shaped behavior
below room temperature that they were able to shift to lower
temperatures when replacing p-doped a-Si by p-doped nanocrys-
talline silicon [49].

In conclusion, the observation of s-shaped I–V curves in
SHJ solar cells has been linked to barriers in charge transport.
These barriers were either created through a mismatch in band
alignment with the selective contact [30], [36], [44] or with
the passivation layer [4], [35], [41]. Fig. 2 shows a schematic
of the band structure of silicon with a selective hole and a
selective electron contact, without an intrinsic buffer/passivation
layer. This band structure was created through AFORS-HET
[50] modelling. The ideal alignment is shown as black curve;
charge carrier extraction occurs without loss. The blue curve
shows a barrier for electron extraction, and the red curve shows
a barrier for hole extraction. Injection-level-dependent open-
circuit voltage measurements (Suns-Voc) [51] have shown to be
a successful method to determine the height of these barriers
[48], [52], [53]. Glunz et al. showed that Suns-Voc can be used
to determine the rear contact Schottky barrier height in silicon
homojunction solar cells [53]. In SHJ solar cells, Bivour et al.
found that the barrier height measured with Suns-Voc indeed
correlates with the s-shape strength of their solar cells and was
decreased upon increasing the p-doping of the a-Si because of
a more favorable band alignment [52] similar to the scenario
shown in Fig. 2. In such a scenario, higher interface doping or
higher temperature facilitates overcoming of barriers. Therefore,
the model of interface band mismatch is consistent with the
observation of decreased s-shape strength upon interface doping
or heating.

To describe such charge transport energy barriers in an equiva-
lent electrical circuit, it has been proposed to add a diode in series
that acts in reverse to the main junction diode. In the case of the
contact layer being a metal (but this is also applicable to degener-
ate semiconductors), a Schottky diode with a shunt resistor was
proposed by Glunz et al. [53]. In the thermionic emission model,
the dark/reverse current of a Schottky diode is proportional to
exp(−qΦB/kBT ), with ΦB being the barrier height [54]. In
addition to thermionic emission, tunneling through the junction
also plays a role and is dependent on the width of the barrier
(depletion zone) [55] which, in turn, is dependent on the doping

level [56]. The higher the doping, the narrower the depletion
zone and, therefore, the higher the tunneling current. Although,
these components can in principle be described in equivalent
circuit models, the equations will only be valid for very specific
scenarios and will have to be adjusted empirically for effects,
such as (interface) recombination and doping-dependent barrier
widths and heights. Therefore, more rigorous description of
(s-shaped) I–V curves is offered by device solvers that take all
bulk and interface effects of the semiconductor into account and
solve the Poisson and continuity equations accordingly [57].

III. S-SHAPED I–V CHARACTERISTICS IN

THIN-FILM SOLAR CELLS

The often referred to as second generation solar cells encom-
pass material systems, such as CdTe, CuInSe2 (CIS), CuInGaSe2
(CIGS), and a-Si. These direct bandgap absorber materials en-
able complete light absorption within a few micrometers of film
thickness, which allows for thin absorbers and, hence, thin solar
cells. Furthermore, these cells can directly be fabricated on flexi-
ble metal foil substrates. The need of heterostructures is inherent
in these systems to provide efficient charge carrier extraction.
Thus, s-shaped I–V curves have been frequently observed in
CdTe [6], [58], [59], copper indium (gallium) selenide [CI(G)S]
[60]–[62], and a-Si cells [63]–[65].

A. CdTe Solar Cells

CdTe is the thin-film photovoltaics (PV) technology with the
largest market share [66], and cell efficiencies of up to 21% have
been demonstrated by First Solar [24]. For CdTe, the occurrence
and dependence of s-shaped I–V curves have been thoroughly
studied in experiments [6], [58] as well as in simulations [58].
In particular, in the CdTe community, the phenomenon s-shaped
I–V curves is often referred to as “roll-over” [6], [67]–[73].
Similar to the SHJ solar cells, potential barriers with the contact
materials have been proposed as the root cause. Interestingly,
it was verified in numerical calculations [58], as well as in
systematic experimental studies [6], that decreasing the barrier
height directly translates into a less pronounced s-shape and a
higher FF. Furthermore, it was investigated through simulations
that an increase in the doping level of either the absorber or
the contact material reduces the effect of the transport barrier
and leads to higher FF [58]. In Fig. 3(a), the influence of
contact doping on the I–V curve is shown, and in Fig. 3(b),
this influence on the I–V curve is shown for the bulk doping
[58]. It can be seen that in both cases, the FF increases with
increasing doping. However, the effect and shape are slightly
different for the different cases. If the bulk doping is increased,
the curves are still s-shaped but with a higher FF, whereas with
increasing contact doping, the situation can be changed from
s-shaped to a normal I–V curve. This would point to the contact
doping actually changing the band alignment, while the bulk
doping only narrows the tunnel barrier. Such a model would
also be consistent with the band alignment schematic presented
in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Simulated I–V curves of CdTe solar cells with (a) increasing contact
material doping and (b) increasing bulk doping. Recreated with permission
from [58].

B. Copper Indium (Gallium) Selenide Solar Cells

First CI(G)S solar cells were introduced in the 1970s [74],
[75], and the latest record energy conversion efficiency of 22.9%
was demonstrated by Solar Frontier in 2017 [24]. S-shaped I–V
curves have been frequently observed in experiments [59], [60],
[76]–[80] and also been predicted in theoretical models [61],
[77], [79], [81]. Similar to the other material systems, band
discontinuities were found as the culprit in several experimental
and theoretical studies. In addition, it was found that there
can be a wavelength-dependent illumination dependence of the
s-shaped I–V curve [59], [60], [78]. The authors explained this
observation through trap states that can be filled and thereby
made inactive depending on the illumination wavelength [60],
[78]. This shows that although the s-shape itself is caused by an
interface mismatch, the cause of the interface mismatch might
lie in the presence of deep trap states in the contact layer.
Numerical calculations were performed using the simulation
software SCAPS [62], describing the influence of both trap states
and band mismatch [61]. This should also be kept in mind when
working with other materials systems and selective contacts
that are prone to deep level trap states, such as molybdenum
oxide [82].

C. Amorphous Silicon Solar Cells

First a-Si solar cells were introduced in the 1970s [83]. For
a long time, their low cost and beneficial indoor performance
ensured the highest share within the thin-film technology mar-
ket [66]. a-Si was particularly popular for pocket calculators
as these do not require high power [84]. Because of almost
stagnating efficiency over the past 30 years, the market share of
a-Si cells has been steadily decreasing [66]. Accordingly, solar

photovoltaics research has been focusing on the usage of a-Si
not as the absorbing material, but rather as passivated contact
materials, as described in detail above. However, studies that
report s-shaped I–V curves in solar cells with a-Si absorber also
found the barriers between absorber and charge transport layers
to be the culprit [63]–[65], [85].

IV. S-SHAPED I–V CURVES IN ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS

All solar cells reported so far belong to the category of inor-
ganic materials, which technically speaking means—apart from
a few exceptions—the absence of carbon in the chemical com-
pound. The discovery and development of conductive polymers
in 1977 [86] gave momentum to the idea of organic semiconduct-
ing devices, which within the last decade found their way to the
display, sensor, and solar market. Organic solar cell absorbers
are either composed of small organic molecules, polymers, or
a hybrid structure. Contact layers are often either organic [87]
or inorganic materials [82] that provide the desired interface
properties. Although, macroscopic device properties of organic
solar cells resemble the ones of their inorganic cousins, there
have been extensive debates on the origin of the photovoltage
[88]–[91] and on charge carrier transport mechanisms [92]–[94].
S-shaped I–V curves have also been commonly observed in
organic solar cells [3], [91], [95]–[106], and several studies
have attempted to explain the occurrence within the frame
work of organic semiconductor charge transport [3], [91], [100],
[102], [107].

One of the most thoroughly studied material systems in the or-
ganic photovoltaic community are poly(3-hexylthiophene):[6],
[6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) solar
cells. S-shaped I–V curves have frequently been observed [2],
[3], [95], [105]. Kumar et al. managed to tune the position of
the I–V curve kink in P3HT:PCBM solar cells by introducing
Bathocuprine (BCP) and V2O5 at the charge extraction inter-
faces [95]. Together with a theoretical model, they concluded
that the s-shaped characteristics in their cells and similar devices
[108] are caused by interface dipoles [95]. Ecker et al. also
investigated P3HT:PCBM solar cells and found, with impedance
spectroscopy, that a TiOx selective charge transport layer causes
s-shapes that disappear after UV soaking because of the de-
creased resistivity of the TiOx [2]. Similar interface effects
were also described as the cause for s-shaped I–V curves by
Glatthaar et al. [109], and the importance of the electrodes was
investigated by Jin et al. [110]. In a direct microscopic measure-
ment, it was possible to visualize the described charge barrier
in P3HT:PCBM solar cells [3]. In this measurement, a scanning
electron microscopy/focused ion beam system was combined
with a scanning probe system [111] to perform in-situ cross
section preparation and measurement [112]. Fig. 4(a) shows the
potential distribution across the cross section of three different
solar cells with different s-shape strengths. The corresponding
I–V curves are shown in Fig. 4(b). It can be seen that the
potential drop at the P3HT:PCBM/Al interface increases with
increasing s-shape signature in the I–V curve. In the same year,
a similar electric field distribution was theoretically predicted by
Tress and Inganäs [98]. They experimentally observed increased
s-shape behavior strength with increased irradiance intensity.
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Fig. 4. (a) Measured potential distribution across the cross section of
P3HT:PCBM solar cells. (b) Their corresponding I–V curves [91].

Further theoretical and experimental evidence was provided,
and the importance of charge transport barriers at interfaces was
also pointed out [104]. Finck and Schwartz, who performed drift-
diffusion modeling of bulk heterojunction devices, observed that
extraction of electrons near the cathode causes s-shapes [107].
This theory explained previous experimental results in which
the s-shaped vanished upon the improvement of the cathode
interface [101]. However, for flat/planar heterojunction solar
cells, Tress et al. support the theory that s-shaped I–V curves
can be caused by imbalanced mobilities [97], [99], [104]. In
drift-diffusion models, they observed that a mismatch factor
of more than 100 between hole mobility in the donor and the
electron mobility in the acceptor material leads to the onset of
s-shaped I–V curves in planar heterojunction organic solar cells
[99]. A discussion of additional effects causing s-shaped I–V
curves in organic solar cells can be found in [113].

S-shaped I–V curves were also observed in other organic and
hybrid materials systems. Wagner et al. performed studies on the
small molecule organic solar cell with donor–acceptor material
combination of diindenoperylene and C60. They observed that a
good energetic alignment between the absorber and the contact
materials, as well as purity of the absorber, is important in order
to avoid s-shaped I–V curves. Wang et al. also investigated small
molecule organic solar cells, which had copper phthalocyanine
and C60 as an absorber material and observed that s-shapes
were introduced and became more pronounced with increasing
thickness of the exciton blocking layer BCP [100].

In poly(1,4-naphthalene vinylene) with CdTe nanocrystals,
Chen et al. showed that the s-shape can be avoided using MoO3

instead of PEDOT:PSS as a hole transport layer [103], which
again shows the importance of appropriate selective contacts.

V. S-SHAPED I–V CURVES IN PEROVSKITE SOLAR CELLS

Pervoskite solar cells have been fascinating the PV commu-
nity because of their unprecedented rate of efficiency increase
over the past 10 years [13]. Perovskite solar cells employ
organic–inorganic hybrid compounds, such as methylammo-
nium lead triiodide as the absorber layer [114] and received
their name from the perovskite mineral (calcium titanate), which
exhibits the same crystal structure [115]. From the first solar cell
with an organic–inorganic halide absorber with an efficiency
of 3.8% in 2009 [116], it took less than 10 years to reach an
efficiency of 24.2% [13]. Despite this remarkable progress in
efficiency, skepticism remains whether perovskite solar cells
will be a viable means for power production because of inherent
issues with materials instabilities [117]. In the early days of
perovskite research, the occurrence of strong hysteresis when
measuring I–V curves gave rise to debates [118]. The complex
structure of the absorber materials, as well as the variety of
modifications, naturally make perovskite solar cells very prone
to also show s-shaped I–V curves. The list of reports in which
s-shaped curves have been observed is long [119]–[128]:

Unger et al. observed enhanced s-shaped behavior after stor-
ing the cells in the dark and after light-soaking under reverse
bias [120]. Werner et al. observed s-shapes that clearly changed
strengths when changing the electrode sputtering parameters
[121]. Using the method developed by Tress and Inganäs [98],
they determined a hole extraction barrier as the culprit for the s-
shapes [121]. Chemical degradation of the metal contact leading
to charge extraction barriers was determined as the cause for the
occurrence of s-shaped I–V curves by Guerrero et al. [122]. From
drift-diffusion simulations, Koopmans and Koster derived that
the only possible explanation for s-shaped curves in perovskite
solar cells can be charge transport barriers at the absorber/contact
interface [129]. Li et al. performed temperature-dependent I–V
curve measurements and observed that by decreasing the tem-
perature below room temperature s-shaped I–V curve appear
[130]. This demonstrates a charge transport barrier that can be
overcome through thermal excitation of the carriers [130] and
was also seen in SHJ solar cells [46], as described above. Similar
to the reports in CdTe presented above, Ge et al. showed that dop-
ing of the electron transport layer can mitigate s-shapes [131].
Overall, s-shaped I–V curves have been observed frequently in
perovskite solar cells, and studies that aimed for an explanation
of the occurrence determined charge transport barriers at the
absorber/contact layer interface as the cause.

VI. CONCLUSION

The presented review shows that s-shaped I–V characteristics
have been observed in a variety of solar cell materials systems.
In almost all cases, a mismatch between the energy levels of
the absorber layer and the charge extraction layers leading to a
barrier for charge extraction was determined as the culprit for
s-shaped I–V curves. Full mitigation of s-shapes was achieved
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by adjusting the contacts, such as by using a different work
function material [110] or by doping the contact layer [58].
Improvements of the FF without fully mitigating the s-shape
was achieved by doping either absorber [44], [132] or selective
contact materials [131]. Furthermore, decreasing the thickness
of passivating [30], charge blocking [100], or buffer layers has
been shown to mitigate s-shape I–V curves.
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